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Abstract

The paper discusses an approach to construct discrete abstractions of hybrid systems by means of qualitative
reasoning. The work is performed in the context of a modeling language for hybrid systems Charon. We introduce
a qualitative version of the language and describe the abstraction technique using a motivational example. The
resulting abstract model is conservative and can be used to analyze properties of the original hybrid system.
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1 Introduction
Distributed embedded control systems usually consist of multiple components that exhibit both continuous and
discrete behavior. Hybrid systems is a widely-used mathematical model for such systems. Since many embedded
systems are safety-critical, it is important to analyze hybrid systems for correctness. The combination of discrete and
continuous state changes makes analysis of hybrid systems an extremely challenging task. Algorithmic veri cation
techniques require that we work with a nite representation of the state space of a system. Abstractions and
approximations are necessary to make algorithmic analysis possible. In this paper, we consider the construction of
discrete approximations of hybrid systems by means of qualitative reasoning.
Qualitative reasoning [12, 7, 9] is a well-established technique in the Arti cial Intelligence community. It allows
researchers to model physical systems using incomplete information. Often, there is not enough information about
the system to represent it by means of di erential equations. However, the basic relations between the variables in
the system are known. In this situation, qualitative models can be used to capture the incomplete knowledge in a
model, which can be simulated to obtain a rough outline of the system behavior. Furthermore, as more information
about the system becomes available, the qualitative model can be re ned to provide a more accurate description.
An alternative role for qualitative reasoning has received much less attention. Qualitative models can be seen as
discrete abstractions of continuous and hybrid systems. They provide a conservative approximation of the system
behavior. That is, every possible behavior of a system is captured by some qualitative behavior, but not all qualitative
behaviors necessarily correspond to a real system behavior. Qualitative models, which exhibit nite-state behavior,
can be fully explored by a veri cation tool and thus provide a means of conservative analysis of hybrid systems.
We explore qualitative abstractions of hybrid systems in the context of Charon [1], a recently introduced novel
language for hybrid system modeling. The language supports speci cation of multi-threaded (parallel or distributed)
systems as a hierarchy of concurrent agents and complex behaviors within one thread as a hierarchy of modes.
Charon has a number of high-level language features such as data encapsulation and scoping, exception handling,
and instantiation of parameterized objects. Charon has been given formal compositional semantics [2] that makes
modular reasoning about hybrid systems possible. In this paper, we describe a qualitative variant of the Charon
language that will allow us to construct conservative qualitative approximations of Charon models and analyze
them using state-space exploration techniques.
 This work is supported in part by the NSF grant CCR-9988409, ARO DAAG55-98-1-0393, ARO DAAG55-98-1-0466, DARPA ITO
MOBIES F33615-00-C-1707, and ONR N00014-97-1-0505 (MURI).

Related work. Qualitative reasoning has emerged in the past decade as a mature technique for approximate
reasoning. Qualitative abstractions are primarily targeted at continuous systems expressed as di erential equations.
However, tools such as QSIM [12] are capable of modeling discrete transitions and are thus applicable to general
hybrid systems. An application of qualitative reasoning to hybrid systems in the context of controller synthesis
is discussed in [5]. Similar in spirit but di erent technically is recent work on veri cation of safety properties in
continuous systems via qualitative abstractions [14, 13]. There, conservativeness of qualitative abstractions is used
to prove that violations of safety properties is impossible in the concrete model. Analysis is based on reasoning
about individual trajectories, while we are concentrating on more traditional in the veri cation are state-machine
representations.
It is well-known that formal veri cation techniques such as reachability analysis and model checking are undecidable for hybrid systems in general [11]. Research has concentrated on decidable subclasses of hybrid systems, or
on nding conservative approximations for hybrid systems. See [3] for a survey of state-of-the-art techniques.
The need to construct nite abstractions of in nite-state systems is not limited to the hybrid systems domain.
Predicate abstraction [10] is a promising technique for reducing the range of a variable to a nite set of \important"
values. E ectively, predicate abstraction determines appropriate landmark values for each variable in the program.
The proposed approach can be seen as an extension of the predicate abstraction techniques for hybrid systems.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the language Charon and informally describe its
semantics. In Section 3, we present a framework for qualitative description of systems. Our approach follows the
treatment of [12], which describes the simulation of qualitative models using a tool QSIM. Our approach is not based
on simulation, however. We construct a qualitative model as a hierarchical state machine and explore its state space
to determine its properties. The bene ts of this approach are discussed in Section 5. Then, in Section 4 we present
the qualitative variant of Charon and its semantics. The semantics is compositional in the sense that behaviors of
composite objects are computed from their components. A simple example is presented in Section 5 to illustrate the
approach.

2 Charon modeling language
Charon is a high-level language for modular, hierarchical description of hybrid systems. Charon describes a hybrid
system as a collection of concurrent agents that interact with each other through shared variables and boundedcapacity channels1. Agents have well-de ned interfaces, consisting of its input and output variables and channels.
Sequential behavior is described in Charon by means of modes. Modes also have interfaces, consisting of entry and
exit control points, through which a thread of control enters and leaves the mode.
Intuitively, an execution of a Charon speci cation is an alternating sequence of discrete and continuous steps.
Discrete steps are instantaneous mode switches, while continuous steps take a nite amount of time when no control
changes occur.
The hierarchy in Charon is twofold. The architectural hierarchy describes how the agents in the system interact
with each other, hiding the details of interaction between sub-agents. The behavioral hierarchy describes behavior
of each agent as a collection of modes, hiding the low-level behavioral details. At the leaves of the architectural
hierarchy are primitive agents that do not have concurrent sub-agents. Behaviors of primitive agents are captured
by modes, described below.
Agents and modes operate on sets of typed variables. In each agent or mode, variables are partitioned into global
and local variables. Global variables are further categorized into input and output variables. Also, variables can be
either analog or discrete. Discrete variables are updated by discrete steps during the execution; analog variables are
updated in a continuous fashion, but may also be reset by discrete steps. During a continuous step, analog variables
follow a ow, a smooth continuous function of time. We assume that analog variables have type real.
A mode is a hierarchical hybrid state machine equipped with analog and discrete variables. While a mode stays
in a state, its analog variables are updated continuously according to a set of constraints, which take the form of
di erential and algebraic equalities and inequalities. Taking transitions from one state to another, the mode updates
its discrete variables. States of the mode are submodes that can have their own behavior. A mode has a number
of control points, through which control enters and exits the mode. That is, to perform a computation in one of its
submodes, a mode takes a transition to an entry point of that submode. When the computation in the submode
is complete, a transition from an exit point of the submode is taken. The mode also has entry transitions, from
1

Channels are not considered in this paper.

an entry point of the mode to an entry point of one of its submodes, and exit transitions, from an exit point of a
submode to an exit point of the mode. Entry transitions specify initial states of a mode and may give initial values
to the variables of the mode.
Primitive modes, which do not have any submodes, can have multiple entry points but only the default exit
point. Since there are no internal control points in a primitive mode, every entry transition is also an exit transition.
Intuitively, a primitive mode stays during its execution in its default exit point.
Transitions are labeled with guards and actions. A guard is a predicate on the values of the mode variables. A
transition is enabled when its guard is true. An action is a partial state transformer: when a transition is taken,
variables of the mode are updated according to the action of the transition.
Before the computation of a mode is completed, it may be interrupted by a group transition, originating from
a default exit point of the mode. After an interrupt, control is restored to the mode via a default entry point. We
use invariants to force one of the outgoing transitions. Control can reside in a mode only as long as its invariant is
satis ed. As soon as an invariant is violated, control has to leave the mode by taking one of the enabled outgoing
transitions.
Each primitive agent has an associated top-level mode that speci es its behavior. A top-level mode has a single
non-default entry point init, which is used to initialize the mode before execution. Since agents never terminate,
their top-level modes do not have non-default exit points.
An object-oriented feature of Charon is that declarations of modes and agents act as classes. A parameterized
declaration of a mode or an agent can be instantiated in a model multiple times with di erent values of parameters.

Semantics. Charon is given formal compositional trace semantics. Each agent or mode is characterized by its

interface and the set of traces it allows. Traces of a mode are formed by the ows de ned by the mode constraints,
interleaved with discrete steps of the mode, in which a mode transition is taken, updating local and output variables,
and discrete environment steps that change the values of input variables. The set of traces of a composite mode can
be computed from the traces of the submodes. While executing in one of the submodes, the mode follows a trace of
the active submode that complies with the constraints of the mode.
A primitive agents has as its traces the traces of its top-level mode, restricted to the global variables of the agent.
A trace of a composite agent is such that, when projected on the global variables of a sub-agent, it yields a trace of
the sub-agent. Semantics of agents is also compositional. The set of traces of an agent can be computed from the
sets of traces of the sub-agents.

A motivational example. We use a simple example throughout the paper to illustrate the facilities of Charon.

It represents a swimming pool equipped with a pump that controls the water level, and a sign that tells whether the
water is deep enough to swim. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 1. It consists of three agents, Pool,
Pump and Sign. The rst agent represents the water in the pool and its behavior is given by a single di erential
equation relating the ow of water and its level. Two other agents are instantiations of parameterized agents
WaterPump and Switch. Their top-level modes are presented in Figure 2. The agent WaterPump controls the water
ow. The pump can be turned on or o , maintaining constant ow: when the pump is on, water ows into the
pool, when it is o , the water ows out of the pool. Modes On and Off are instances of the mode SteadyMode with
di erent values of parameters. In addition, the pump has two transient modes, TurnOn and TurnOff. These modes
are instances of the mode TransientMode, when the water ow smoothly changes from one steady-mode level to the
other. Entry transitions of the primitive modes in the example are trivial and we omit them in the gures. Initially,
the pump starts in the On or TurnOff submode depending on the water level, as prescribed by the entry transitions.
Then, the pump cycles through on and o phases.

3 Fundamentals of qualitative reasoning
3.1

Qualitative variables

A qualitative variable has an associated type, or quantity space. A quantity space consists of a nite set of landmarks.
A landmark represents an \interesting" value of the variable and may be a symbolic or integer constant. We assume
that landmarks of a variable are completely ordered. That is, when we consider a variable v with the quantity space
fv1 ; v2 ; :::; vn g, we will always assume v1 < v2 < ::: < vn .

Pump
WaterPump(2,10)
Switch(5)

level

flow

Sign

Pool
level’ == flow

Figure 1: A swimming pool in Charon
WaterPump(low,high)
level ≥ high

SteadyMode(rate,low,high)
flow == rate
timer’ == 0
{ level ≥ low & level≤ high }

TurnOff

On
init

level ≥ high
SteadyMode(1,0,high)
TransientMode(1)
timer := 0
timer ≥ 2

level<high
timer ≥ 2

TransientMode(-2)

Off

flow == rate * (1-timer/2)
timer’ == 1
{ timer ≤ 2 }

init

Switch(s)
On

level<s
swim:=false
{level ≥ s}
level>s
swim:=true

level≤ low
SteadyMode(-2,low, )
timer := 0
8

TurnOn

TransientMode(rate)

Off
{level ≤ s}

Figure 2: Declarations for the swimming pool
During an execution, we track not only the values of the qualitative variables, but also the directions of their
change. It allows us to increase accuracy of qualitative behaviors. A valuation of a qualitative variable v is a pair
(l; d), where l is a qualitative value of v and d 2 f,; ; +g. The meaning of a valuation (l; d) for v is that the value
of v is l and the rst derivative with respect to time is negative if d = ,, is zero if d = , and is positive if d = +.
For discrete qualitative variables the only possible value of d is their valuations is .
During an execution, an increasing qualitative variable may either reach the next larger value or stop increasing.
Similarly, a decreasing variable may reach the next smaller value or stop decreasing. A stationary variable may turn
into either increasing or a decreasing one without changing its qualitative value. When the variable assumes its
smallest landmark value, it cannot be decreasing; similarly, when it assumes the largest landmark value, it cannot
be increasing. As an example, consider the possible evolutions of a single unconstrained qualitative variable with the
quantity space fl1; l2 ; l3 g, represented as a state machine in Figure 3.
l 1+

(l 1,l 2 )+

l 2+

(l 2,l 3 )+

l 1*

(l 1,l 2 )*

l 2*

(l 2,l 3 )*

l 3*

(l 1 ,l2 )-

l 2-

(l 2 ,l3 )-

l 3-

Figure 3: State machine for a single variable

3.2

Qualitative Constraints

Multiple variables in the same execution can evolve independently of each other. If variables are to evolve in a
coordinated fashion, we need to introduce constraints.
Constraints over qualitative variables take the form v  Eq , where  2 f<; ; =; 6=; >; g and Eq is a qualitative
expression. Qualitative expressions are constructed from qualitative variables and constants by means of qualitative
operators described below. The quantity spaces of the left-hand and right-hand sides of a constraint must be the
same.

Functional operators. A functional operator represents an underspeci ed function from a tuple of quantity spaces

into a quantity space. An example of a functional operator is a monotonic function M + (v) for a qualitative variable
v. A constraint of the form v1 = M + (v2 ) speci es that in every state of the execution, the directions of change in the
valuations of v1 and v2 agree. In addition, the relation between some elements of the quantity spaces of v1 and v2
may be known. In this case, the valuations also have to agree on those elements. For example, consider a model with
variables v1 with the quantity space fl11 ; l12 ; l13 g and v2 with the quantity space fl21 ; l22 ; l23 g. Let the constraint be
v1 = M + (v2 ) with the set of related values f(l11 ; l21 ); (l13 ; l23 )g. The \increasing" part of the state machine shown
below. Symmetric \stable" and \decreasing" parts are omitted.
l 12+,(l21 ,l22 )+
l 11+,l21 +

(l 11 ,l 12)+,(l21 ,l22 )+

(l 12 ,l 13)+,(l 21,l22 )+

(l 12,l13 )+,l22 +

l 12+,l22 +
(l 11,l 12)+,l22 +

(l 11 ,l 12)+,(l21 ,l22 )+

(l 12 ,l 13)+,(l22 ,l23 )+

l 13 *,l23 *

l 11+,(l21 ,l22 )+

Arithmetic qualitative operators. Arithmetic qualitative operators are special cases of functional operators. An
arithmetic qualitative operator is a mapping from a pair of quantity spaces to a quantity space. When components
of the quantity spaces are integer constants, the natural rules can be used to de ne the arithmetic operators.
For symbolic constants, the user must specify the mapping explicitly. For example, an addition operator from
f0; On, Infg2 to f0; On1,On2,Infg may be given as f((On; 0); On1); ((0; On); On1); ((On,On); On2)g. Addition and
multiplication operators are always commutative and monotonic in both arguments; the landmark value 0 is always
used naturally in all arithmetic operators. If quantity spaces are signed (that is, 0 is an element of the quantity
space), multiplication of positive values yields a positive value, etc. Other properties of the arithmetic operators
(such as associativity) may not be satis ed.
Qualitative di erential constraints. In addition to constraints on variables, qualitative constraints can apply
to rst derivatives of variables. Remember that a valuation of a qualitative variable includes a three-valued component representing the direction of its change. A qualitative di erential constraint constrains this component of
the valuation. Values of the right-hand side expression are taken in relation to 0, which must be contained in the
quantity space of the expression. For example, constraint v0 = 1 means that the direction-of-change component of
the valuation for v is always +; that is, v monotonically increases.

4 Qualitative Charon
In this section, we describe QCharon, that replaces real variables of Charon with qualitative variables. The
change a ects only the modes. The agent hierarchy and interfaces of agents are una ected (except that types of
agent variables change to qualitative types).
We introduce the following quantity spaces for the variables used in the swimming pool example:
level f 0, Lo, Swim, Hi, Owf g
ow f mInf, Out, 0, In, Inf g
timer f 0, Ready, Inf g

WaterPump
level ≥ Hi

SteadyMode(rate,low,high)

On
init

TurnOff

SteadyMode(In,0,Hi)

level ≥ Hi
timer := 0

timer ≥ Ready
timer ≥ Ready

TransientMode(Out)

TransientMode(rate)
flow == rate * M-(timer)[(0,1),(Ready,0)]
timer’ == 1
{ timer ≤ Ready }

TransientMode(In)

level<Hi
TurnOn

flow == rate
timer’ == 1
{ level ≥ low & level ≤ high }

Switch

init

On

Off
level<Swim
swim:=true
{level ≥ Swim}
{level ≤ Swim}
level>Swim
swim:=false

Off

level ≤ Lo
SteadyMode(Out,Lo,Inf)
timer := 0

Figure 4: Declarations of qualitative agents and modes
Pump
WaterPump

level

flow

Sign
Switch

Pool
level’ == flow

Figure 5: Architecture of the qualitative model
The landmarks for each variable are as follows: water level is at Lo when the pump has to be turned on, at level
High the pump needs to be turned o , and it is safe to swim when the level is above Swim. When the ow of water
is enough to make water level rise, the value of the ow is In, if the level is decreasing, the value is Out. The value 0
means that the level is constant. These landmark values for ow are chosen to be used in the di erential constraint
of the Pool agent. Finally, the timer has only one interesting value: duration of the interval that the pump spends
in a transient state, denoted Ready. Note that all these values are either constants or parameters in the Charon
model.
We also need to turn the expressions of the Charon model into qualitative expressions. Consider the di erential
equation of mode TransientMode, expression rate  (1 , timer =2) becomes rate  (M , (timer )[(0; 1)(Ready ; 0)]). It
represents a monotonically decreasing function of timer, which has value 1 when timer is 0, and 0 when timer has the
qualitative value Ready. We do not need to specially de ne the multiplication operator in this expression, because
we are interested only in the sign of the expression. All other expressions in the example are transformed into the
qualitative form by replacing concrete constants and parameters with qualitative constants.
Figure 4 shows the qualitative version of the swimming pool example. Figure 5, which represents the architecture
of the qualitative model is the same as Figure 1 with the parameters removed. The agents WaterPump and Switch
are no longer parameterized, because their parameters are used in a qualitative way, and are now captured as types
of qualitative variables. However, not all parameters in the model are removed. Submodes of WaterPump are still
parameterized, since they are instantiated multiple times with di erent values of parameters.

Semantics. Following the setup of Charon, semantics of a QCharon speci cation is given by the interface of the
mode (its control points and global variables), and set of traces that the speci cation can produce. We will de ne
set of traces in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the leaves of a behavioral hierarchy. For each mode, we will rst
capture the set of its executions as a state machine. It is important to notice that this state machine is a semantic
object and does not have to be constructed explicitly during analysis of a QCharon speci cation. Executions are
projected onto the global variables of the mode to yield the set of traces of the mode.
First, a state of a mode with variables v1 ; :::; vn is a tuple of valuations for the variables of the mode. A mode

State machine for On
(0,Lo)In*
0*

LoIn*
0*

(Lo,Swim)In*
0*

SwimIn*
0*

(Swim,Hi)In*
0*

HiIn*
0*

0*
In*
0*

(0,Lo)*
In*
0*

Lo*
In*
0*

(Lo,Swim)*
In*
0*

Swim*
In*
0*

(Swim,Hi)*
In*
0*

Hi*
In*
0*

0+
In*
0*

(0,Lo)+
In*
0*

Lo+
In*
0*

(Lo,Swim)+
In*
0*

Swim+
In*
0*

(Swim,Hi)+
In*
0*

Hi+
In*
0*

(a)
State machine for TurnOff
Hi+
In0+

(Hi,Owf)+
(0,In)(0,Ready)+

(Hi,Owf)*
0(0,Ready)+

(Hi,Owf)(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

Hi(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

(Swim,Hi)(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

Swim(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

(Lo,Swim)(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

Lo(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

(0,Lo)(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

0*
(Out,0)(0,Ready)+

Owf+
(0,In)(0,Ready)+

Owf*
0(0,Ready)+

(Hi,Owf)OutReady+

HiOutReady+

(Swim,Hi)OutReady+

SwimOutReady+

(Lo,Swim)OutReady+

LoOutReady+

(0,Lo)OutReady+

0*
OutReady+

(b)

Figure 6: Runs of the submodes of WaterPump
variable can be updated either in a discrete or in a continuous fashion. Discrete variables are changed by the
transitions of the mode. Discrete variables can assume only landmark values during an execution. A continuous
variable follows a ow, i.e. a di erentiable function, during an execution and thus can assume as values its landmarks
and the intervals between adjacent landmarks.
Executions of a primitive mode are represented as a state machine, where each state corresponds to a state of
the mode. Transitions represent possible changes in variable valuations, such that valuations in the states connected
by a transition agree with all the constraints of the mode. A run of a state machine is a sequence of states such that
every two consecutive states in a sequence are connected by a transition. To represent executions, we extend the
state machine with special nodes that do not correspond to a state of the mode, but capture entry and exit points
of the mode. Each entry point is connected by a transition to every state in which the values of variables agree with
the guard and the action of the entry transition attached to the entry point. Every state is connected by a transition
to the exit point node, since an execution can be interrupted at any time.
We show the state machine for SteadyMode (instantiated as On) in Figure 6(a). In the mode On, variables ow
and timer are constant and variable level is an input variable whose value is constrained by the invariant of the mode
and the direction of change is unconstrained. Figure 6(b) shows a fragment of the state machine for TransientMode
(instantiated as TurnOff). In this mode, timer increases, ow decreases, and level is unconstrained. The fragment is
chosen to comply with the constraint on level from the agent Pool, which will be applied when behaviors of individual
components are composed into behaviors of the whole system. Since the entry transitions of the modes are trivial,
the entry node of each state machine is connected to every state and we do not show them to avoid cluttering the
gure.
We can now give semantics to composite modes by rst extending the mode hierarchy at the leaves, replacing the
primitive modes with their respective state machines. The state machine representing the executions of a composite
mode m is obtained by \ attening" this hierarchical state machine into an ordinary state machine. To construct the
attened state machine of a mode from the attened state machines of submodes, we perform the following steps.
1. Connect by transitions the states in the state machines of the submodes according to the transitions of the
mode. Consider a mode m with submodes m1 and m2 . Let m1 have an exit point x and m2 have an entry

TurnOff
Off

TurnOn
On

Figure 7: Qualitative runs of the swimming pool model
point e. Let t be a transition of m from x to e. Consider a state s1 in the state machine of m1 that is connected
by a transition to the node corresponding to x, such that s1 satis es the guard of t. The state s1 is connected
by a transition to every state s2 that agrees with the action of t. This operation is repeated for every s1 in m1
and for every t in m.
2. Next, we introduce the nodes for the control points of the mode and introduce transitions similarly way to the
regular transitions: for each entry transition from an entry point e to an entry point e1 of a submode m1 , we
add a transition from the node for e to every state in the state machine of m1 that is connected to e1 and
agrees with the guard and action of the entry transition.
3. After all transitions have been introduced, the nodes for the submode control points are removed.
Behaviors of a primitive agent are the same as the behaviors of its top-level mode. For a composite agent, we
can compute the attened state machine by taking a product of the state machines for the sub-agents, in which a
transition is possible if and only if it is allowed by constraints in all the agents. In the swimming pool example,
when we compose agents WaterPump and Pool, traces of WaterPump now have to satisfy the relationship between the
variables ow and level prescribed by the Pool. In particular, this restriction e ectively reduces the state machine
of Figure 6(a) to the bottom row of states. We show the attened state machine for the swimming pool example in
Figure 7. To avoid cluttering the gure, we omit the labels of the states, but group together the states corresponding
to executions within the same submode of WaterPump.
In the same way as Charon, the semantics of QCharon is compositional, making the construction of the
attened state machine unnecessary. The set of traces permitted by the state machine of a mode can be computed
from the transitions and constraints of the mode and the sets of traces of the submodes.

5 Conclusions and Discussion
We have presented preliminary results on the construction of conservative approximations of Charon speci cations
by means of qualitative reasoning. The approach di ers both from the existing abstraction techniques for hybrid
systems analysis and from traditional uses of qualitative reasoning. A lot remains to be done to turn this approach
into an abstraction methodology for hybrid systems, but the rst impression is encouraging.
Comparing our approach with that of qualitative simulation [12], we note that the hierarchical state machine
yields a much more compact representation of the set of execution traces, in general, than an explicit representation.
For comparison, we modeled our swimming pool example in QSIM, the foremost tool for qualitative simulation.
Much to our surprise, the problem turned out to be intractable for QSIM. It exceeded the limit of 500 traces that

we set for the simulation, and ran out of memory with the trace limit removed. The reason for this explosion of
behaviors seems to lie in the way QSIM introduces dynamic landmarks into execution traces. When the mechanism
of dynamic landmarks is turned o , QSIM produces an envisionment (a tree view of the state machine) which is
similar in the number of states to our state machine. At the same time, dynamic introduction of landmarks may
allow us to improve the accuracy of our qualitative models (see below), as long as we keep them from exploding the
state space.
Comparing the proposed technique to the abstraction techniques for hybrid systems described in [3], it is clear
that qualitative reasoning yields coarser abstractions than other existing techniques. This has its advantages and
disadvantages. On the one hand, qualitative abstractions are much easier to compute and manipulate. This allows
us to handle larger speci cations. On the other hand, qualitative abstract models are much less precise than stateof-the-art techniques. They admit many behaviors that the original system cannot exhibit. In the discussion below,
we consider ways to improve precision of the abstraction without incurring too much overhead.
Our future work on this topic will concentrate on the following aspects:

 Improving accuracy of abstractions. A qualitative description of a mode or an agent represents all possible

values parameters and constants in the model, because they are now assume qualitative values. This makes
it more dicult to check properties of concrete systems. In e ect, the question \does model A have property
B ?" in qualitative analysis becomes \can we select the values for parameters and constants in A such that the
resulting model has property B ?" As a result, a qualitative model will allow more qualitative behaviors than
the original hybrid model, instantiated with a xed set of parameters, would.
In terms of our swimming pool example, the question whether the pool can over ow is answered positively.
Indeed, if we choose the value of High too close to Owf, an over ow is possible in the TurnOff mode, while
the water level is still rising above High. At the same time, parameters in the original swimming pool example
were chosen so that over ow cannot occur. In order to get a more precise answer, we need to constrain the
model further to express the relative values of qualitative landmarks. The problem can be addressed from two
directions. On the one hand, semi-quantitative reasoning [4] extends purely qualitative reasoning with partial
numerical information. The second approach involves model re nement techniques such as proposed in [6].
These two approaches will be the main direction of our future research in this area.
 Local landmarks. We observe that not every landmark value of a variable needs to be considered in every
mode. For example, the value Swim of the variable level is used only in the agent Switch, and values Low and
High are used only in the agent WaterPump. We can use this fact to reduce the sizes of mode state machines,
and re ne them as needed during analysis.
 More complex functions. Functions used in our example are very simple, which makes the qualitative
abstraction easy to perform. In general, providing accurate qualitative representations for a complex function
may be dicult. The problem has been studied in the context of qualitative simulation previously [8]. We
will explore mode splitting to make construction of qualitative representations simpler. With this technique,
we partition the ranges of variables in a Charon model in such a way that in each block of the partition the
function can be simpli ed or approximated di erently, yielding expressions with simpler qualitative form in
each case. Then, we introduce a separate mode for each block of the partition, with additional invariants to
ensure that the values of variables are within the block. Transitions between the new modes will correspond to
the execution moving from one block of the partition to another. In this way, a mode in a Charon model will
correspond to a number of modes in QCharon, but each mode will provide a more precise approximation.
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